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9 ABSTRACT: Periodic density functional calculations probe that step edges play a key role as
10 source of defects during self-assembly. It is shown that the self-assembly process strongly reduces
11 the energy required to strip an atom from the gold surface, locally increasing the concentration of
12 surface defects. The thermodynamic driving force for the atom stripping is considerably more
13 favorable along step-edge lines within the self-assembly than on the higher-coordinated terrace
14 sites. Furthermore, the clustering of surface defects is considered, and we probe that the
15 formation of aggregates of vacancies in the form of vacancy pits significantly stabilizes the self-
16 assembly on the terraces of gold, where the role of the step edges is expected to be less
17 significant. The high stability of pit-like structures arises from a balance between the corrugation
18 and the enhanced bonding of defect-rich substrates. Our results demonstrate the important role
19 that step edges play during assembly and could be very valuable for discovering defect-free
20 assembled structures.

21 SECTION: Surfaces, Interfaces, Porous Materials, and Catalysis

22 Understanding the mechanisms for nucleation and the
23 factors influencing the molecular ordering of self-
24 assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiolates has long
25 been a goal for surface scientists. The (√3 × √3)-R30° lattice
26 formed by methyl thiolate on Au(111) is of particular interest
27 because it provides a rather simple model to understand the
28 basic aspects of the self-assembly of organic molecules.1−4

29 However, even in this widely studied system, fundamental
30 controversies remain, and little is directly known about the
31 headgroup-substrate structure and interaction. SCH3−Au
32 SAMs are usually produced by exposing Au surfaces to gas-
33 phase dimethyl disulfide (CH3SSCH3, DMDS) that sponta-
34 neously forms mercaptomethyl radical (SCH3, MT) due to a
35 cleavage of disulfide bonds.5 Only recently, there has been an
36 increasing awareness that surface defects present on the Au
37 substrate may play an important role in the molecular ordering.
38 Recent density functional (DF) calculations confirmed that the
39 interface was characterized by a large atomic roughness with
40 both Au adatoms (Auad) and vacancies being present.6 Also,
41 STM studies identified the extraction of surface Au atoms
42 during self-assembly,7 and DF calculations confirmed the
43 presence of Au adatoms at the interface.8

44 It is now accepted that the SAM on the Au surface consists of
45 MT-Auad or MT-Auad-MT moieties.1 The formation of these
46 species requires sources and sinks of defects, and the nature of
47 those sources is still unclear. Many defect structures including
48 step edges, kinks, and faces have been hypothesized to be a
49 feasible source of surface defects.1,9 Step edges are well-known

50sources of defects, and the role of these structures is well-
51appreciated in surface science10 and catalysis.11 Step-edges sites
52enable enhanced binding of reactants as a result of their
53reduced coordination.11,12 Regions of high strain can also act as
54source of defects during self-assembly. The clean Au(111)
55surface is reconstructed, accommodating one extra Au atom on
56the surface for every 22 bulk lattice constants, which gives rise
57to a surface densification. However, adsorbed thiols are able to
58lift the reconstruction expelling the herringbone elbows.13 Even
59the bulk-terminated gold substrate was suggested to be involved
60on the self-assembly, and a significant portion of the Au surface
61can be removed during the self-assembly process forming etch
62pits.14 The idea dates back to pioneering experimental work of
63Poirier and Pylant, who revealed the presence of small
64depressions a few nanometers in size, which are not observed
65on bare Au.15 Indeed, etch pits are known to be one of the
66weakest areas of the self-assembled films in terms of attack and
67degradation by oxidizing species. Because of the complex nature
68of the interface, very little knowledge exists concerning the role
69of vacancy pit formation that accompanies the self-assembly
70process or the origin of surface defects within the self-assembly,
71and understanding these aspects calls for further investigation.
72Here we present self-consistent periodic DF calculations that
73address the role of defect structures as a source of surface
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74 defects during MT self-assembly on Au(111). We show that the
75 self-assembly process strongly increases the thermodynamic
76 driving force to strip an atom from the Au surface. The atom
77 stripping is considerably more favored along step-edge lines
78 within the SAM than on the higher-coordinated terrace sites.
79 Because the concentration of surface vacancies correlates with
80 the vacancy formation energy, our results indicate that the self-
81 assembly nucleation process will lead to a local increase in the
82 equilibrium concentration of vacancies, and structures such as
83 step edges, dislocations, or elbows of the Au(111) herringbone
84 reconstruction will act as sources of defects during the
85 assembly. We also analyze the mechanisms of vacancy
86 clustering and show that the formation of vacancy aggregates
87 in the form of pits significantly reduces the Gibbs free energy of
88 the self-assembled structure, thus stabilizing the phase. We
89 suggest that the role of vacancy pits is thus to regulate the
90 concentration of vacancies that are supersaturated as a
91 consequence of the self-assembly process. The high stability
92 of pit-like structures arises from a balance between the
93 corrugation and the enhanced bonding of defect-rich substrates.
94 Our results, demonstrating the close connection existing
95 between self-assembly and defect structures, have important
96 implications on the fabrication of self-assembled structures and
97 could help improve the quality of self-assembled phases.
98 The DFT calculations employ the projector-augmented wave
99 method16 to describe the effect of the atomic cores in the
100 valence density in conjunction with a plane-wave basis set
101 (cutoff energy of 400 eV) to expand the valence density and the
102 PW91 implementation of the generalized gradient approach to
103 electronic exchange and correlation energy, which predicts
104 binding energies and geometries in qualitative agreement with
105 experiment.17,18 To model the MT adsorption on an
106 unreconstructed Au surface and the formation of defects due
107 to SAM, we employed a (3√3 × 3√3)-R30°-9CH3S surface
108 structure, previously observed for this molecule in the high
109 coverage regime.8,19 This unit cell, with an area of 200 Å2, was
110 large enough to describe vacancy-pits with approximate area of
111 70 Å2 or lower. Other supperlatices such as the c(4 × 2) were
112 observed for other molecules, depending on factors such as the
113 chain length and surface defects.20 This lattice, however, has
114 never been observed for MT on Au(111), and hence in this
115 work we will consider only the (√3 × √3)-R30° MT lattice.
116 The slab model consists of five metallic layers with a total of
117 135 Au atoms in the unit cell interleaved by a vacuum space of
118 ∼10 Å. Different amounts of Au atoms were considered in the
119 first layer to mimic the formation of vacancy pits. The two
120 outermost atomic metal layers as well as the atomic coordinates
121 of MT moieties were allowed to relax without further
122 constraints. Because of the large unit cell size, the Brillouin
123 zone integration was carried out at the Γ point only. We
124 considered an additional Au(211) surfaces model to be
125 representative of stepped surfaces. This has been represented
126 by a 4 × 3 surface unit cell and single MT species, with a terrace
127 that is four atoms deep and three atoms wide (total of 48 atoms
128 per unit cell). A vacuum of ∼10 Å separates any two successive
129 slabs, and nine special Monkhorst-Pack k-points21 were used
130 for integration in the reciprocal space. Surface relaxation is
131 allowed in the top two Au layers of the slab. All calculations
132 have been carried out using the VASP package.22

133 To compare the stability of surface unit cells with different
134 number of atoms, we computed formation Gibbs free surface
135 energies following the ab initio atomic thermodynamics

136formalisms.23 The Au vacancy formation free energy is defined
137as

μ
Δ =

+ −
G

G N G

NDef
Cell Def Au Cell,0

Def 138(1)

139determined with respect to bulk Au and computed according to
140previous studies using total energies from DFT calculations.24

141GCell and GCell,0 are, respectively, the Gibbs free energy of the
142Au substrate with NDef vacancies and of the relaxed undefective
143surface, whereas μAu stands for the standard chemical potential
144of bulk Au. Entropy contributions to the vacancy formation
145energy are not included because, in practice, this contribution is
146small, on the order of KBT, at room temperature (RT, 300 K),
147where KB is the Boltzmann constant.25 We further defined a
148generalized formation free energy of a self-assembled phase as
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150which depends on the Gibbs free energies and chemical
151potentials of the constituents and can be computed using total
152energies from DFT calculations. GTot refers to the Gibbs free
153energy of the surface model containing the SAM in the
154presence of Au surface vacancies. NAu and NMT are the number
155of Au atoms and of MT moieties in the unit cell, respectively.
156G0 defined as GCell,0−NAu,0μAu, refers to the Gibbs free energy of
157formation of the bare Au surface in the absence of self-assembly
158and surface defects, where NAu,0 is the number of Au atoms in
159the bulk-like cell. We considered the bulk limit of Au chemical
160potential μAu = EAu

Bulk and the DMDS molecule as gas-phase
161reference at standard pressure. Entropy change for DMDS
162adsorption was calculated to be 0.84 eV at 300 K, neglecting the
163entropy contribution of the surface-adsorbed species. We added
164the configurational entropy for the vacancy arrangement to the
165generalized formation free energy according to previous
166studies.26 The surface defect coverage, ΘDef, was defined as
167the number of Au vacancies per surface atom in the bulk-like
168cell. For each ΘDef, we considered all possible defect-
169arrangements and selected the one with lowest total Gibbs
170free energy.
171First, we consider the mechanisms of defect-generation in the
172self-assembled structure by calculating vacancy-formation
173energies. ΔGDef quantifies the stability of a vacancy in the
174metal and determines the likelihood of its formation: the more
175negative this energy, the more favored the adatom ejection
176(and vacancy formation). The presence of dislocations or
177Au(111) surface herringbone reconstruction is known to cause
178localized strain on the surface of gold. The release of Au atoms
179from the surface upon the formation of the SAM (in particular,
180from the “elbows” in the herringbone structure) is one of the
181possible adatom-generation mechanisms. To address the
182generation of defects on strained gold regions, we considered
183a Au(111) surface under uniaxial compressive strain by
184reducing 5% the lattice constant parallel to the surface. We
185focused our studies on Au(111) slabs with 5% compressive
186strain because a compression of ∼4.5% was observed
187experimentally along the <110 ̅> direction of the reconstructed
188surface, and similar strain values were observed for other
189systems.27,28 Adatom ejection from the constrained Au surface
190is thermodynamically hindered, with a calculated ΔGDef value of
1910.3 eV. However, the presence of MT adsorbates considerably
192reduced the vacancy-formation energy by ∼0.6 eV, hence
193favoring adatom ejection. This result can be rationalized in
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194 terms of a change of the metal−metal bond on the substrate
195 because this gets weaker as the lattice constant decreases,29

196 hence making a contracted substrate considerably more reactive
197 toward adatom expulsion. The presence of constrained regions
198 of the surface with the adsorbed SAM should act as a temporary
199 source of adatoms. However, once the strain is reduced, the
200 adatom ejection will cease; therefore, other sources of Au
201 adatoms should be considered.
202 The top bulk-terminated Au layer or atomic steps are the
203 most natural sources and sinks of adatoms and vacancies.30

f1 204 Figure 1 displays calculated vacancy-formation Gibbs free

205 energies for a set of different scenarios. The energy cost to
206 remove a single Au atom from the (111) surface of gold is 0.58
207 eV, in good agreement with previous estimates.31 The vacancy
208 formation energy is considerably lower along the step edge. In
209 fact, using Au(211) as a model for a stepped gold surface, our
210 calculations predict ΔGDef to be 0.17 eV at the step sites. The
211 thermodynamic driving force is, however, not sufficient to make
212 the adatom generation spontaneous, and very high temper-
213 atures would be needed before a sizable fraction of surface Au−
214 Au bonds are broken. Interestingly enough, our results indicate
215 that the presence of the SAM largely reduces the vacancy
216 formation energy. Our DF calculations predict the formation of
217 gold vacancies within the SAM to be particularly favored at the
218 step sites, with ΔGDef = −0.4 eV. The large detachment energy
219 from the step edges suggests that SAM-decorated step edges
220 may serve as an efficient source of Au atoms that tend to diffuse
221 through the surface until fixed as adatoms. Adatom-stripping is
222 also favored at the Au(111) terraces, where the influence of
223 step edges should be less significant.
224 Because the concentration of surface vacancies correlates
225 with the vacancy formation energy, our results indicate that the
226 nucleation of the self-assembly will lead to a local increase in
227 the equilibrium concentration of vacancies. The generation of
228 surface defects follows the trend of higher reactivity for adatom
229 stripping (and vacancy generation) at step edges and regions
230 with localized strain within the self-assembly as compared with
231 the higher-coordinated terrace sites. A defect concentration

232gradient, established between the step edges and terraces, will
233produce a net mass flux of Au adatoms out (during assembly)
234or into the step edges (after assembly), causing the surface
235steps to shrink or enlarge. Indeed, adsorbate-promoted mass
236flow on Au(111) has been previously observed for other
237adsorbates.32 The excess defects released during monolayer
238assembly will incorporate into the self-assembly to equilibrate
239the surface.
240Next, we apply ab initio atomistic thermodynamics to study
241the vacancy-pit nucleation in the presence of a self-assembly.
242The nucleation of pits is attributed to the condensation of
243vacancies, which are supersaturated as a consequence of the
244 f2assembly process. Figure 2 (central left panel) displays Gibbs
245free energies of formation, ΔGSAM for different coverage of
246vacancies arranged in the form of ordered islands of increasing
247size. On the one hand, the purely physical interaction between
248gas-phase DMDS molecules and pristine Au(111) (i.e., in the
249absence of Au vacancies) is enough to form spontaneously a
250SAM at RT (Figure 2, Structure 1). The inclusion of Au
251vacancies has profound consequences strongly affecting the
252stability of the SAM. Our results indicate that the incorporation
253of low concentrations of surface vacancies into the SAM is
254thermodynamically hindered and that under these conditions
255Au vacancies decrease the stability of the adsorbed phase.
256However, the nucleation of small vacancy-pits becomes
257spontaneous for ΘDef larger than 0.18 ML. For large enough
258vacancy concentration, vacancy-pits will nucleate, reducing the
259local surface tension of the self-assembled phase. As shown in
260Figure 2 (top and bottom panels), MT moieties covering the
261vacancy pit preferentially bind to the low-coordinated site along
262the edge of the pit. The structure at ΘDef = 0.18 ML
263corresponds to an array of pit-like defects of ∼110 Å2 size with
264MT molecules decorating the bottom of the pit (Figure 2,
265Structure 5). This is in qualitative agreement with experimental
266observations, which found vacancy pits corresponding to
267vacancy coverage between 0.1 and 0.2 ML.1 Particularly
268interesting is the fact that large enough pit-like structures are
269energetically competitive with defect-free phases, which suggest
270that the coalescence of small vacancy-pits might be possible.
271This suggests that for large enough vacancy pits the most
272relevant scenario at the interface corresponds to a transient
273situation where either pit-like structures or vacancy-free phases
274are stabilized. In fact, the coexistence of different phases was
275previously suggested by the authors.33

276Before further discussing the implications of the present
277findings, it is appropriate to assess to which extent calculated
278stability differences are to be trusted. To clarify this point
279further, we have carried a rigorous study of the systematic error
280in the calculated free energies. According to our previous
281ΔGSAM definition, the Gibbs free energy difference per unit area
282between two phases with and without surface defects, with the
283same nature, under fixed external conditions is given by

γΔ =
Δ Θ − Δ Θ

≃
Δ − Δ

=G G
A

E E N
A

( ) ( )SAM Def SAM Def 0

Au
bulk

284(3)

285where ΔN is the difference in the number of substrate atoms
286between the two models (i.e., number of defects on the
287reconstructed phase) and ΔE is the total energy difference
288between the two models. The absolute error in the free energy
289ςΔγ, can be related to the error in total energy, ςE, as in eq 4

Figure 1. Vacancy-formation Gibbs free energies, ΔGDef, for a set of
different Au motifs without (gray) or with (black) the presence of an
adsorbed SAM: (left) Au (111), (center) Au(111) under uniaxial 5%
compressive strain, and (right) Au (211) stepped surface. A schematic
representation of the vacancy motifs is presented on the lower panel,
where the bottom metal layers are colored red to highlight the surface
vacancy.
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291 where one simply assumes that Δγ is a function of E. To find a
292 reasonable estimate of the error on the total energy, ςE, we
293 suggest the use of the surface energy γClean for the clean cell as
294 (1/2A) (E − EAu

BulkNAu,0), where E and NAu,0 are the total energy
295 of the unit cell and the number of Au atoms in it. The error in γ
296 is given by
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298 and hence ςΔγ can be expressed as
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300 which has two main contributions: one related to the difference
301 in the number of atoms in the surface models considered and a
302 second one related to the error in the total energy that needs to
303 be estimated. Equation 6 deserves further comments because it
304 controls the error in the Gibbs free energy calculations. It
305 implies that one should avoid using the Gibbs free energy
306 formalism as in ref 22 when ΔN is large or when the slab model
307 is too small. The calculated value for γClean in our work is 46
308 meV/Å2, consistent with previous calculations,34 whereas the
309 experimentally derived value is 75 meV/Å2.35 The difference
310 between both values is a well-known deficiency of the DF-GGA
311 approach.36 Taking into account the different values for ΔN for
312 the different surface models considered in the letter, we have
313 computed the error bars for the values in Figure 2, which are
314 included in the central left panel.

315We are now in a position to understand the reasons behind
316the impact of surface defects on the stability of SAMs. To do
317this, and following previous studies,37 it is useful to make use of
318the formation Gibbs free energy of a self-assembled phase,
319ΔSAM, as the result of two contributions, ΔGSAM = NDefGDef +
320NMTΔGAds. According to this simple splitting, the stability of a
321certain self-assembled structure relies on a subtle balance
322between two main contributions: (i) the lateral corrugation of
323the metallic substrate, included in ΔGDef, and (ii) the inter
324adsorbate forces and anchor bond strength, both included in
325the Gibbs free energy of adsorption, ΔGAds. The first
326contribution describes the energy required to form the
327defective Au substrate, whereas the Gibbs free energy of
328adsorption, ΔGAds = (1/NMT)(GTot − GCell − NMT(μDMDS/2))
329refers to the energy involved on MT bonding to the defective
330surface. These two opposing effects govern the stability of the
331SAM, and hence defect formation induced by the presence of
332the SAM will only occur if the binding energy increase is larger
333than the defect formation energy. Figure 2 (central right panel)
334gives both contributions to the formation Gibbs free energy.
335The Figure demonstrates that the formation of a defective
336substrate is thermodynamically unfavorable. More importantly,
337the Figure also demonstrates that defect-rich substrates
338generally bind MT stronger than defect-free Au surfaces.
339However, stronger binding of MT does not always imply larger
340stability, and for most of the defective structures studied in this
341work, the binding energy increase is smaller than the defect
342formation energy. Only at large enough vacancy coverage
343regime is the favorable binding of MT molecules sufficient to
344make the self-assembly a spontaneous process.
345To summarize, the present results provide important insight
346into the role of surface defects on the molecular mechanism of
347SAM formation and reveal the active role that step edges play
348on the generation of gold adatoms and surface vacancies. The

Figure 2. Central left panel: Gibbs free energy formation,ΔGf, of a given SAM structure for different coverage of surface vacancies. Error bars are
included to indicate the systematic error in the calculated Gibbs free energies. Central right panel: Contributions to the formation Gibbs free energy
according to a simple splitting ΔGSAM = NDefΔGDef + NMT ΔGAds, for increasing surface vacancy concentrations. Lines are included as a guide to the
eye. Top and bottom panels: plain view of the structures in the central panels. Au atoms on the first metal layer are highlighted in yellow, and bottom
metal layers are colored red in order to highlight the distribution of surface vacancies on the structure.
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349 local concentration of defects is increased due to self-assembly,
350 and vacancy pits will nucleate to equilibrate the surface. More
351 importantly, our calculations also show that atom-stripping and
352 vacancy-formation become thermodynamically favored even on
353 higher-coordinated terrace sites. This explains the formation of
354 vacancy pits on the terraces of Au, where the role of the step
355 edges is expected to be less significant. However, the
356 concentration of surface vacancies can also be limited by
357 other factors, and the diffusion of defects or the length of the
358 hydrocarbon chain will certainly play an important role in self-
359 assembly. Our results imply that forming virtually defect-free
360 monolayers would be a challenging task, and the amphiphile/
361 substrate interaction will naturally generate vacancy islands.
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